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Yeah, reviewing a book the longest whale song by
jacqueline wilson could amass your near links
listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be
successful. As understood, carrying out does not
recommend that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as capably as union even more than
extra will pay for each success. bordering to, the
message as capably as keenness of this the longest
whale song by jacqueline wilson can be taken as
with ease as picked to act.
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87 best gender neutral names - modern,
unique, most popular (2022)
1. aiden origin
irish, gaelic
meaning
the gender neutral name aiden, meaning “little fire,”
has roots in irish mythology. in the gaelic language,
aodh is the name of the celtic god of sun and fire.
aed is taken from the word aodh.
alternative spellings & variations
adan, aden, ady, adyan, adyen, adyn, aedan, aid,
aidan, aidyn, aydan, ayden, aydin
famous namesakes
aidan gould: american actor
aiden samuel grimshaw: english singersongwriter
aiden zhane: american drag performer most
known for competing on the twelfth season of
rupaul’s drag race
peak popularity
aiden is still a more popular name for boys than girls.
the name peaked (for boys) in 2011 and continues to
top the name charts.
fun fact: often found in fantasy books, aidan was the
name of a quidditch player that appeared in one of
the books of the hugely popular harry potter series.
2. andy origin
greek, scottish
meaning
andy is a variation of andrew’s name and is based
on the scottish “-ie” diminutive ending. with a
mystical origin, andrew is derived from the greek
name andreas, meaning “manlike” or “brave”.
alternative spellings & variations
andee, andi, andie, andey
famous namesakes
andie arthur: american model
andie case: american pop singer and
songwriter
andrew “andy” warhol: american artist
andy murray: sir andrew barron murray obe
is a british professional tennis player from
scotland.
peak popularity
andy has enjoyed steady popularity for boys over the
last 100 years. although it is also given to girls, andy
became a popular unisex name from 2015 and
onwards.
fun fact: andrew was the name of jesus’ first
disciple, and saint andrew is the patron saint of
greece, russia, and scotland.
3. ashton origin
english
meaning
the gender neutral name means ‘from the town of
ash trees’
alternative spellings & variations
ashe, ashetin, asheton, ashetun, ashten, ashtin,
ashtine, ashtun, ashtyn, ashtynne
famous namesakes
ashton fletcher irwin: australian musician
ashton kutcher: american actor and
entrepreneur
ashton delilah shepherd: american singer
peak popularity
ashton was on the top 1,000 list of boys’ names in
the early 1900s and achieved a peak rank of 260 in
1989. the name reached the top 1,000 names for
girls in 2006 and has since become one of the most
popular gender neutral names of these times.
fun fact: while ahston comes from the old english
æsc ‘ash tree’ + tun ‘settlement’, describing war
towns and scarcity of resources, there’s a fast-food
restaurant chain in quebec, canada called ‘chez
ashton’.
4. aubrey origin
german, french
meaning
from a norman french form of the germanic name
alberic, composed of ‘alb’, meaning “elf,
supernatural being” and ‘ric’, meaning “power” and
taken to mean “ruler of elves”.
alternative spellings & variations
aubry, aubree, aubrie, awbery, aobry, aobrey
famous namesakes
aubrey huff: baseball player who helped
guide the san francisco giants to a world
series title in 2010.
aubrey plaza: aubrey christina plaza is an
american actress, comedian, and producer.
aubrey de grey: university of cambridge
graduate, computer, math, and ai scientist,
and world-renown expert in anti-aging.
peak popularity
considered by etymologists as a fairly rare name,
aubrey has become one of the most popular gender
neutral names over the last five years.
fun fact: according to a people magazine interview,
aubrey plaza loves both, men and women: “i know i
have an androgynous thing going on, and there’s
something masculine about my energy. i fall in love
with girls and guys. i can’t help it.”
5. blair origin
english, scottish, celtic
meaning
child of the plains, field, or battlefield
alternative spellings & variations
blaire, blare, blayr, blayre
famous namesakes
charlton blair adams: son of tv journalist
amelia adams –
blair brown: american actress (bonnie)
blair o’neal: tv personality and golfer
blair erwin underwood: american actor
peak popularity
a popular gender free name nowadays, in the past
blair was used as a popular boy and girl name – for
over 100 years.
fun fact: blair castle is a historical castle in blair
atholl, scotland.
6. brooklyn origin
dutch
meaning
from the dutch town name breukelen (broken land),
in utrecht, the netherlands. nowadays, the name
brooklyn is a gender-neutral name that means
broken land or pretty brook, first anglicized to
brookland and then brooklyn.
alternative spellings & variations
brooklynn, brooklyne, brookleen, brookelynn
famous namesakes
brooklyn beckham: brooklyn joseph beckham
is an english model and photographer and
the eldest son of english former footballer
david beckham and english singer-turnedfashion designer victoria beckham.
brooklyn sudano: american actress, singer,
and dancer.
brooklyn nelson: american theatre, film, and
voice actress.
brooklyn decker: american model and actress
best known for her appearances in the sports
illustrated.
peak popularity
a name that combines two other popular names
(brook and lynn), this was a popular boy’s name for
the last 100 years. nowadays, brooklyn is a very
popular gender free name, used by celebrities
worldwide.
fun fact: in 2015, nick and vanessa lachey named
their baby girl brooklyn. so did tiki barber and traci
johnson. also, brooklyn is a borough in new york city,
ny, u.s.
7. cameron origin
scottish, celtic
meaning
cameron is a name of scottish origin, originating from
the gaelic word “cam sron” which means “crooked
nose” or “cam abhainn” which means “crooked
river.”
alternative spellings & variations
cam, camaeron, camaran, camaron, cameran,
camerin, camerron, cameryn, camey, camie, camira,
camiran, camiron, cammeron, camran, camren,
camrin, camron, camry, camryn, kam, kamerin,
kameron, kamran, kamren, kamrin, kamron, kamryn
famous namesakes
cameron marley buffett: son of singer jimmy
buffett
cameron bruce crowe: american film director
and producer
cameron michelle diaz: american actress
cameron matthew followill: american
musician
cameron richardson: american actress and
model
peak popularity
in the past, cameron was more known for boys than
girls and a top name for boys since 1987. but, since
2000, cameron has seen a lot of usage in girls’
names, becoming very popular as a gender free
name since 2015.
fun fact: cameron is the name of a crater on the
moon. also, scottish people with the name cameron
can trace roots back to cameron, an area in lennox,
an area in fife, or an area near edinburgh.

8. charlie origin
english, german
meaning
name of english origin meaning “free man”. charlie
derives, of course, from the classic name charles
which, in turn, comes from a german word meaning
“free man.”
alternative spellings & variations
charle, charlee, charleigh, charley, charli, charly,
chatty, sharli, sharlie
famous namesakes
charlie west arquette: son of actor david
arquette
sir charles spencer “charlie” chaplin: english
actor and director
charles edward “charlie” daniels: american
musician
charles peckham “charlie” day: american
actor
charlie heaton: american actor
charles “charile” parker jr.: american jazz
musician
charles peete “charlie” rose jr.: american
journalist and tv host
charlie sheen: american actor (born carlos
irwin estévez)
charlie axel woods: son of golfer tiger woods
peak popularity
charlie has maintained steady popularity as a boy’s
name for over 100 years. however, its adoption is
growing with girls and 2018 was the name’s most
popular year at 152.
fun fact: charlie became very popular in france
during the middle ages due to the fame of charles
the great, also known as charlemagne.
9. dakota origin
native american
meaning
coming from north american people of the northern
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mississippi valley and the surrounding plains, dakota
means friendly, or allies.
alternative spellings & variations
daccota, dacotah, dakkota, dakoda, dakodah,
dakodah, dakoeta, dakotah, dakote, dekohta,
dekota, dekowta
famous namesakes
dakota bradley: american country music
singer
dakota fanning: american actress (hannah)
dakota paul brinkman: son of actress melissa
gilbert
dakota mayi johnson: american actress
(daughter of actor don johnson)
dakota o’donnell: daughter of rosie
o’donnell and michelle rounds
peak popularity
dakota was a popular baby boy name over the last
50 years or so. nowadays, dakota is a great name
for girls and boys alike, given its unique historical
and mystical origin.
fun fact: dakota is also the name of a native
american tribe, a language, and two states in the us:
north and south dakota.
10. dallas origin
celtic, scottish, irish
meaning
skilled, living in the field
alternative spellings & variations
dalles, dallis, dallous, dal, dalis, dalise, dalisha,
dalisse
famous namesakes
dallas austin: american musician and
producer
dallas dean clark: american nfl football player
peak popularity
dallas is a very interesting unisex name, used quite
frequently in the past as a boy’s name. the name
reached a high in the 80s – most likely thanks to the
american tv series dallas.
fun fact: dallas is a city in texas and one of the top 10
largest cities in the united states.
11. dana origin
english
meaning
it means ‘dane from denmark’ but also ‘god is the
judge.’
alternative spellings & variations
danah, danna, daina, dayna, danah, danae, danula,
danalee, dainna, danette, daynah, danuta, danka
famous namesakes
dana bash: american journalist and cnn
correspondent
dana white: ufc president
dana welles delany: american actress
aaliyah dana haughton: american singer and
actress
peak popularity
dana was a popular name for boys starting with the
50s, which chanced to become a popular name for
girls from the 80s. nowadays, dana is one of the
most used gender neutral names for gender fluid
babies.
fun fact: queen latifah’s real name is dana owens.
12. devon origin
english
meaning
a poet
alternative spellings & variations
daven, davin, davion, davon, deaven, devan,
devann, devaughn, devaun, devawn, deven, devin,
devinne, devona, devonn, devonne, devvon, devyn
famous namesakes
devon lane allman: american musician
devon edwenna aoki: american actress and
model
devon odessa: american actress
peak popularity
a name more popular (in the past) with boys than
with girls, devon is much loved unisex
fun fact: devon is a beautiful county in england, uk,
with lovely towns and villages.
13. eldeah origin
hebrew, french
meaning
without a doubt, the most unique name on this
gender neutral names list, eldeah is made by
combining two powerful words together: el (god) and
deah (knowledge). there’s also a european (french)
variation of the name: eldea.
alternative spellings & variations
eldea, eldeya, eldeea, aldea, eldia, deea, dea
famous namesakes
princess alexandra of luxembourg: alexandra
joséphine teresa charlotte marie wilhelmine –
the only daughter of grand duke henri and
maria teresa, grand duchess of luxembourg
was nicknamed eldea when very little. the
name is very dear to alexandra and is to be
used only by those very close to her.
peak popularity
as modern parents search for unique gender neutral
names, the usage of beautiful combinations with
powerful meanings is also on the rise. symbolizing
wisdom, knowledge, high intellect, awareness, insideoutside beauty, and love, eldeah is one of the most
popular names right now, reaching the top 10 gender
neutral names in 2022.
fun fact: barbara joan gordon, the superhero
appearing in american comic books published by dc
comics was initially called eldeah joan gordon by the
writer gardner fox and later changed to barbara by
the editor julius schwartz, who deemed the name too
unique for those times.
14. emerson/emery origin
english, german
meaning
child of emery
alternative spellings & variations
emersen, emersyn, emmerson
famous namesakes
emerson clark: canadian hockey player
emerson collins: american actor and
producer
emerson albert spratlen etem: american
professional hockey player
jacob emerson fishman: son of actress
courtney thorne-smith
emerson frostad: canadian baseball player
emerson hart: american singer
emerson pearl rhimes: daughter of producerdirector shonda rhimes
emerson swinford: american guitarist
emerson rose tenney: actress (daughter of
actress teri hatcher and jon tenney)
peak popularity
emerson was used as a common boys name in the
early part of the 20th century and reached peak
popularity as a girl name in 2017. nowadays, a very
popular gender neutral name.
fun fact: the name emerson may also take inspiration
from the american writer, poet, and thinker ralph
waldo emerson.
15. finley origin
scottish, celtic, gaelic
meaning
scottish: from the gaelic personal name fionnlagh
(old irish findlaech), composed of the elements fionn
‘white’, ‘fair’ (see finn) + laoch ‘warrior’, ‘hero’,
which seems to have been reinforced by an old
norse personal name composed of the elements finn
‘finn’ + leikr ‘fight’, ‘battle’, ‘hero’.
alternative spellings & variations
findlay, findley, finlay, finlea, finleah, finlee, finleigh,
finli, finlie, finly, finn, finnlea, finnley, fynley, fynlie,
lee, leigh, phynley
famous namesakes
finley rae martineau baldwin: daughter of
actor daniel baldwin
erwin finlay-freundlich: german astronomer
finley jacobsen: american actor
finley aaron love lockwood: daughter of
singer lisa marie presle (granddaughter of
elvis presley)
finley o’donnell: son of actor chris o’donnell
finley quaye: scottish musician
finly faith sehorn: daughter of actors angie
harmon and jason sehorn
peak popularity
finley is a modern gender-free name that has seen
rising popularity from 2017 onwards.
fun fact: finley is the name of elvis presley’s
granddaughter.

16. frankie origin
french, teutonic, latin, english
meaning
translating as freeman or ‘from the tribe of franks in
france’, the name frankie is a gender-neutral name
that means free, or truthful.
alternative spellings & variations
frankea, frankee, frankey, franki, frankkie, franky,
frank, frances, francis, francesca
famous namesakes
frankie avalon: american singer (born francis
thomas avallone)
frances pen “frankie” benioff: daughter of
actress amanda peet
frankie-minh farrow: daughter of actress mia
farrow
frankie barrymore kopelman: daughter of
actress drew barrymore and chanel heir will
kopelman
frankie shaw: american actress
frankie-jean sixx: daughter of american
musician nikki sixx and mode/actress donna
d’errico
frankie valli: american singer (born francesco
stephen castelluccio)
peak popularity
while becoming a popular gender neutral name for
babies, tatum was used a lot in the past as a name
for girls, rather than boys.
fun fact: mount tatum is part of the alaska range in
denali national park, alaska.
17. hayden origin
english
meaning
hedged valley; heather-grown hill
alternative spellings & variations
hadan, haden, hadin, hadon, hadun, hadyn, haidan,
haiden, haidin, haidon, haidun, haidyn, haydan,
haydin, haydn, haydon, haydun, haydyn
famous namesakes
hayden byerly: american actor
hayden carruth: american poet and literary
critic
hayden christensen: canadian-american
actor and producer
hayden scott epstein: american nfl football
player
hayden lesley panettiere: american actress
and singer
peak popularity
a traditional boy’s name, popular since 1990,
hayden started gaining traction as a name for girls
around 2010. nowadays, it is a unisex name
fashionable for both sexes.
fun fact: hayden fox was the main character on the tv
show coach.
18. hunter origin
english
meaning
a huntsman or provider
alternative spellings & variations
hunt, huntar, huntley, huntor, huntter, huntur, huntyr
famous namesakes
hunter davies: scottish journalist and author
(edward)
hunter fieri: son of tv chef guy fieri
hunter foster: american theatre actor
hunter myles mahan: american golfer
hunter parrish tharp: american actor and
singer
hunter andrew pence: american baseball
player
hunter dwight smith: american football player
hunter stockton thompson: american
journalist and author
hunter thomsen: american guitarist
hunter tylo: american actress and author
peak popularity
a traditional name for boys in the past, hunter has an
equal use as a name for boys and girls in 2022.
fun fact: hunter hearst helmsley is a professional
wrestler who goes by the name of triple h.
19. jayden origin
hebrew, american
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meaning
thankful to god, or god has heard
alternative spellings & variations
jade, jadeen, jaden, jadena, jadene, jadeyn, jadin,
jadine, jadon, jadrien, jadyn, jaeden, jaedon, jaiden,
jaidyn, jaidynn, jay, jayden, jaydin, jaydon, jaydyn,
jaydynn
famous namesakes
jaden gil agassi: son of profession tennis
players andre agassi and steffi graf
jaden isaiah betts: american actor
jaden michaels: american pop singer
jaden piner: american actor
jaden christopher haddon-slater: son of actor
christian slater
jaden christopher syre smith: american actor
and rapper (son of actors jada pinkett smith
and will smith)
peak popularity
a very popular nonbinary name, there’s something
very cool about jayden. a fairly modern name, jayden
is seeing a lot of popularity in 2022.
fun fact: jayden shiba is the red ranger and the
18th leader of the samurai power rangers.
20. jackie origin
hebrew, american
meaning
supplanter; god is gracious, son of god
alternative spellings & variations
jack, jackee, jackey, jacki, jacky, jacqui, jacquie,
jaqui, jaquie
famous namesakes
jackie chan: hong kong martial artist and
actor
jacqueline “jackie” collins: english novelist
jacqueline “jackie” joyner-kersee: american
olympic heptathlete
jacqueline lee “jackie” bouvier kennedy
onassis: former first lady of the u.s.
jack roosevelt “jackie” robinson: american
baseball player
jacqueline samantha “jackie” sandler:
american actress (wife of adam sandler)
jacklyn (jackie) zeman: american actress
peak popularity
jackie has been a top 1,000 name for both genders
for almost 100 years now, and continues to climb the
ladder as a popular gender free name.
fun fact: jackie was the name of the second lion to
represent mgm studio from 1928 to 1956.
21. jaime origin
english, spanish, hebrew
meaning
one who comes after or replaces; supplanter
alternative spellings & variations
chago, haime, jaimee, jaimelynn, jaimey, jaimi,
jaimie, jaimito, jaimy, jamee, james, jamey, jami,
jamia, jamie, jamilyn, jay, jaymay, jayme, jaymee,
jaymie
famous namesakes
jaime lyn beatty: american actress and singer
eric marlon bishop (a.k.a. jaime foxx):
american comedian and actor
jaime bennington: son of american singer
and songwriter chester bennington
jamie lee curtis: american actress
jaime luis gomez: american rapper (a.k.a.
“taboo)
jaime king: american model and actress
jaime murray: english actress
jaime elizabeth pressly: american actress
peak popularity
jaime saw a peak for girls in the 70s, and for boys in
the 80s. in recent years, the name has started to
regain popularity as a gender fluid name.
fun fact: if you add an apostrophe between the j and
a and you get j’aime which is french for “i like” or “i
love.”
22. jesse origin
hebrew
meaning
wealthy, or god’s gift
alternative spellings & variations
jescie, jese, jesee, jesi, jess, jessee, jessey, jessi,
jessie, jessy, jessye, yishai
famous namesakes
jesse bradford: american actor
jessie james decker: american singer
jesse adam eisenberg: american actor
jesse tyler ferguson: american actor
jesse louis jackson, sr.: american civil rights
activist and politician
jesse woodson james: american outlaw
jesse eden metcalfe: american actor
james cleveland “jesse” owens: american
olympic athlete and civil rights icon
jesse ventura (born james george janos):
american politician and author
peak popularity
jesse has been in the top 200 names for boys for
over 100 years. it reached number 37 in 1981.
although it’s more often a boys name, as a girls
name, it achieved a rank of 518 also in 1981.
fun fact: in the bible, jesse is the father of king david.
23. jo origin
american, french
meaning
jehovah increases
alternative spellings & variations
joey, jojo
famous namesakes
joanne “jo” frost: english nanny and tv
personality
janet damita jo jackson: american singer
jo elizabeth stafford: american singer
peak popularity
in 1900, joe ranked number 22 for boys. it remained
a top 100 name until 1971, but there’s been a
steady decline since. less common for girls, jo
peaked in 1947 at 51 and fell off the top 1000 list of
girls names after 1985.
fun fact: jo march is one of the main characters in
louisa may alcott’s little women.

24. jody origin
english, hebrew
meaning
praised; “god is gracious”; “jehovah increases”
alternative spellings & variations
jodee, jodey, jodi, jodie, jodiha, joedy
famous namesakes
jody rosenthal anschutz: american golfer
jody diamond: american composer and
performer
alicia christian “jodie” foster: american
actress
jody hamilton: film producer(daughter of
comedian carol burnett)
myrna joy “jody” miller: american singer
jody vanessa watley: american singer
peak popularity
jody was a popular boys name in the 1960s and
1970s. it has seen a steady decline and has not
made the top 1,000 list for boys since 1996. jody was
also a popular name for girls from the 1950s until the
1980s when it began to fall out of favor. it dropped
off the top 1,000 list for girls in 1991.
fun fact: the asteroid 4083 jody orbits the sun.
25. jordan origin
hebrew
meaning
flowing down, descending
alternative spellings & variations
jardan, johrdan, jordain, jordaine, jordani, jordanio,
jordanka, jordann, jordanna, jordanny, jordano,
jordany, jordayne, jorden, jordena, jordenn, jordian,
jordie, jordin, jordo, jordon, jordun, jordy, jordyn,
jordynn, jori, jorie, jorry, jory, jourdan, jud, judd,
yardena
famous namesakes
jordan ross belfort: former infamous felon and
previous stockbroker, now a motivational
speaker and author
jordan robert farmar: american basketball
player
jordan kay federline: daughter of dancer
kevin federline
jordan william fisher: american actor and
singer
jordan alexandra “lexi” gibbons: daughter of
american tv host leeza gibbons
jordan hewson: irish-american inventor and
vocalist (daughter of singer bono)
jordan craig hill: american basketball player
jordan loughran: british actress
jordan haworth peele: american actor and
comedian
jordin brianna sparks: american singer
jordan alexander spieth: american golfer
peak popularity
jordan has reached peak popularity following michael
jordan’s stellar carrier in basketball. and surprisingly,
the name was (still is) more popular with girls than
with boys, more currently used as a fantasy gender
neutral name.
fun fact: air jordan is the brand of athletic wear and
shoes created for professional basketball star
michael jordan.
26. journey origin
english, latin
meaning
a traveler or adventurer
alternative spellings & variations
jerney, journee, journi, journie, journy, journye,
jurnee
famous namesakes
journey river green: son of actors megan fox
and brian austin green
journey jameson gomez: son of musician
jamie luis gimez (“taboo”)
peak popularity
journey is more popular for girls than for boys. it
made the top 1,000 list of girl names in 1999 and
reached a rank of 231 in 2018. it is not yet on the top
1,000 list for boys.
fun fact: journey is an american rock band that sings
the very popular songs “don’t stop believin’” and
“open arms.”
27. jude origin
greek, hebrew
meaning
jude is a gender-free name of latin origin meaning
“praised”. according to the new testament, jude was
one of the twelve apostles of jesus.
alternative spellings & variations
judah, jayde, jade, judith, jaida, jayda, jada, jewd
famous namesakes
jude law: david jude heyworth law is an
english actor.
jude demorest: american actress famous for
her role as candace in the 2014 version of
the tv show dallas.
jude flores: tiktok video creator with an
account username “judefloreesss.” jude is
known for lip-syncing and comedy content.
peak popularity
the name jude first appeared on the u.s. popularity
charts in the year 1954 and it got a big push in usage
between 1968 and 1969 after the beatles released
their single “hey jude” in august of 1968.
fun fact: ‘hey jude’ song was written by paul
mccartney for john lennon’s son julian as a gesture
of kindness and goodwill following the break-up of
his parent’s marriage (lennon left julian’s mother to
be with yoko ono).
28. justice origin
latin, american, middle english
meaning
honest and fair
alternative spellings & variations
justic, justis, justiss, justisse, justiz, justus, justyc,
justyce, justys, juztice
famous namesakes
isabella justice hartley: daughter of actors
justin and lindsay hartley (korman)
kentaro justice seagal: son of actor steven
seagal
jesse “justice” smith jr.: american actor and
pro wrestler
peak popularity
justice showed up as on the top 1,000 list of boy
names in 1992. it had its most popular year in 1996.
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as a girls name justice has been consistently in the
top 600 names since it made the top 1,000 chart in
1994. its most popular year was 1995 when it ranked
at 261.
fun fact: lady justice is a statue seen at courthouses
and other legal places. she holds scales to weigh the
evidence and wears a blindfold to show fairness and
impartiality.
29. kai origin
hawaiian, indian, german, welsh
meaning
of the sea; keeper of the keys
alternative spellings & variations
kaj, kaja, keh, kei, ky, kye
famous namesakes
kai alexander: american actor
kai bird: american pulitzer prize-winning
author
kai caster: american actor
kai chapman: american actor
kai august forbath: american football player
kai hillebrand: american actor and
professional skateboarder
kai lennox: american actor
kaimana (kai) nacua: american nfl player
kai ryssdal: american radio journalist
kai wachi: american musician and producer
kai welch: american musician and film score
composer
kai chresten winding: danish-american jazz
musician
peak popularity
while kay has a lot of history behind as a name for
boys and girls, more recently the name has started
to reach a lot of popularity as a gender neutral
fantasy name.
fun fact: the kai restaurant is a aaa five diamond and
forbes five star luxury establishment in arizona that
celebrates the creativity and history of the native
american culture.
30. keaton origin
english
meaning
from the town of hawks or the shed town
alternative spellings & variations
keatan, keaten, keatin, keatton, keatun, keatyn,
keeton, keeton, keetun, keyton, keytun
famous namesakes
keaton nigel cooke: american actor and
singer
keaton henson: english singer-songwriter
keaton simons: american singer-songwriter
keaton nicole tyndall: american actress
peak popularity
keaton made it on the boy’s top 1,000 list in 1985
and hit its highest rank in 2000 at 353. it is not on the
top 1,000 list of girls names.
fun fact: a keaton is a golden or yellow, foxlike
creature with three tails that appears in the video
game the legend of zelda.
31. keegan origin
irish, celtic
meaning
small fiery one
alternative spellings & variations
keagan, keagen, keegen, keeghan, keegon, keegun,
kegan, keigan
famous namesakes
keegan phillip allen: american actor and
writer
keegan hansen bradley: american
professional golfer
keegan dewitt: american composer and actor
keegan gerhard: american pastry chef and tv
host
keegan-michael key: american actor and
comedian
peak popularity
keegan is more often a boys name than a girls
name. it hit the top 1,000 list of boy names in 1979
and peaked in 2007. for girls, keegan hasn’t yet
made the top 1,000 list.
fun fact: keegan is an english translation and
modification of the irish clan name macaodhagain.
they were a family who upheld the law in medieval
ireland.

32. kelsey origin
english, celtic, irish
meaning
ship victory or from the fierce island
alternative spellings & variations
kelcey, kelci, kelcie, kelcy, kelda, kellsee, kellsei,
kellsey, kellsie, kellsy, kelsay, kelsea, kelsee, kelsei,
kelseigh, kelsi, kelsie, kelso, kelsy, kelsye
famous namesakes
kelsey bahiyyih bulkin: american pop singer
kelsey asbille chow: american actress
kelsey laine davis: american soccer player
kelsey grammer: american actor
kelsey keel: american actress
kelsey nixon: american tv chef
kelsey christine plum: american basketball
player
peak popularity
kelsey had a peak in popularity for boys between
1970 and 1996 with its most popular year being
1989. it has gone down since. it became popular for
girls starting in 1977. it was a top 100 girls name
from 1987 through 2001 and continues to be popular
for girls.
fun fact: diamonds were mined from the kelsey lake
diamond mine in colorado from 1996 until 2001.
33. kendall origin
english, celtic
meaning
from the valley of the river kent
alternative spellings & variations
kendahl, kendal, kendalla, kendalle, kendel, kendell,
kendelle, kendera, kendia, kendyl, kendyll, kinda,
kindall, kindi, kindle, kynda, kyndal, kyndel
famous namesakes
kendall cedric gill: american basketball player
and television sports analyst
kendall nicole jenner: american model and tv
personality
kendall diane morris: american news anchor
kendall simmons (henry alexander):
american nfl football player
kendall schmidt: american singer and actor
peak popularity
kendall has been pretty popular for boys throughout
the last 100 years, although it has seen a decline
since 2014. it began to rise for girls in the 1960s and
reached number 116 in 2012.
fun fact: kendall mountain is a ski destination in
colorado.
34. kennedy origin
scottish, irish, celtic
meaning
helmet-wearing chief
alternative spellings & variations
canaday, canady, kenedee, kenedi, kenedie,
kenedy, kenidi, kenidie, kenidy, kennadee, kennadi,
kennadie, kennady, kennedee, kennedey, kennedi,
kennedie, kennidee, kennidi, kennidy, kynnedi
famous namesakes
kennedy fraser: american fashion journalist
and essayist
lisa kennedy montgomery (known as
“kennedy”): american political satirist and
radio/tv personality
kennedy trawick: american actress and
model
peak popularity
kennedy is more often a girls name than a boys
name. for boys, it saw a brief bump in popularity
during the 1960s and again from 1994 to 2005. for
girls, it has been very popular since 1994, it is a top
100 name for girls since 2011 and reached a rank of
54 in 2014.
fun fact: the kennedy family is one of the most
prominent political families in u.s. history. they are
sometimes considered america’s version of a royal
family.
35. kieran origin
scottish, irish, celtic, gaelic
meaning
having dark hair, little and dark
alternative spellings & variations
ciara, ciaran, keimon, keiran, keiren, keiron, kiaran,
kiaron, kiarron, kier, kieren, kierian, kierien, kierin,
kiernan, kieron, kierr, kierre, kierron, kiren, kyran
famous namesakes
kieran kyle culkin: american actor
kieran lindsay lieberthal: son of american
actress julianna margulies
kieran mulroney: american actor
kieran scott: american novelist
peak popularity
kieran had grown in popularity as a boys name since
1992. its most popular year was 2011. it is not as
common for girls.
fun fact: in the indian culture, there’s a similar name,
kiran, which means ray of light.
36. lane origin
english
meaning
from the narrow road or one who takes the narrow
path
alternative spellings & variations
laen, lain, laina, laine, lainey, laney, lanie, layn,
layne, laynee
famous namesakes
lane brody: american singer
lane carlson: american actor and producer
lane davies: american actor
lane edward garrison: american actor
lane monte kiffin: american football coach
peak popularity
lane is more common for boys than girls. it has been
a top 1000 boys name since 1929 with a peak in
1995. it is not on the top 1,000 list for girls.
fun fact: lois lane is a well-known comic book
character and superman’s romantic partner.
37. leighton origin
english
meaning
from the town near the meadow
alternative spellings & variations
lay, layten, layton, laytun, leigh, leighten, leightun,
leyton
famous namesakes
leighton vander esch: american football
player
leighton a. hope: american politician
leighton marissa meester: american actress
leighton paul schubert: american politician
peak popularity
leighton has traditionally been a name for boys. it
made the top 1,000 names for boys 14 times
between the years 1908 and 2018. it appeared on
the top 1,000 gender neutral names in 2009, and its
popularity is on the rise.
fun fact: leighton beach is a popular beach located
on the indian ocean in australia.
38. lennon origin
irish
meaning
dear one, child of love, or a small cloak or cape
alternative spellings & variations
lenan, lenen, lenin, lennan, lennen, lennin, lennyn,
lenon, lenyn
famous namesakes
lennon rose bouvier: daughter of canadian
singer pierre bouvier
lennon noel hawk: daughter of nfl player a.j.
hawk and lauren quinn
lennon anne murphy: american singer
maria lennon parham: american actress and
comedian
lennon henry peterson: son of actors seth
peterson and kylee cochran
lennon shy seguso: daughter of tennis
players robert seguso and carling bassett
seguso
lennon wynn: american actress
peak popularity
lennon is a last name that is becoming a first name.
it is a top 1,000 name for girls since 2013 and boys
since 2008, and is trending upward for both.
fun fact: john lennon is one of the co-founders of the
english rock band the beatles.
39. leslie origin
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scottish, celtic
meaning
from the holly garden or from the gray fortress
alternative spellings & variations
lee, leigh, les, leslea, leslee, leslei, lesleigh, lesley,
lesli, lesly, leslye, lesslie, lezlee, lezley, lezli, lezlie,
lezly
famous namesakes
leslie louise bibb: american actress and
model
leslie howard bogart: daughter of actors
lauren bacall and humphrey bogart
leslie barbara carter-ashton: american singer
leslie jeanne erganian: american artist and
writer
leslie erin grossman: american actress
sir leslie townes “bob” hope: english-born
american actor and comedian
leslie jean mann: american actress
leslie roy “les” moonves: american media
executive
leslie odom, jr.: american actor and singer
leslie marmon silko: american novelist
leslie ann stefanson: american actress and
artist
leslie uggams: american actress and singer
peak popularity
leslie was a top 100 name for boys in the early
1900s. it continued to be widely used until the
mid-1970s. it has declined ever since and dropped
off the top 1,000 names for boys in 1998. leslie for
girls has been a top 1,000 name for the last 100
years. it was a top 200 name for most of the last 50
years.
fun fact: dr. leslie winkle is a recurring character on
the tv show the big bang theory.

40. logan origin
scottish, celtic, irish
meaning
of the hollow; meadow
alternative spellings & variations
llogen, loagan, loagen, loagon, logann, logen,
logenn, loggan, loghan, login, logn, logon, logun,
logunn, logyn, logynn
famous namesakes
logan laurice browning: american actress
logan emory: american soccer player and
coach
logan vincent herbert: son of singer tamar
braxton and producer vincent herbert
logan wade lerman: american actor
logan lee mankins: american nfl football
player
logan maile lei tom: american olympic
volleyball player
andrea logan white: american actress
peak popularity
logan has been a consistent name for boys over the
last 100 years. it is recently seeing tremendous
popularity and reached number 5 in 2017. its use for
girls began to grow in 1988, and it reached a rank of
293 in 2017.
fun fact: mount logan is the highest mountain in
canada at an elevation of 19,551 feet.
41. london origin
english
meaning
the capital of the united kingdom
alternative spellings & variations
londen, londin, londun, londyn, londynn, lunden,
lundon
famous namesakes
london rose daly: daughter of television host
carson daly
london levi fletcher-baker: american nfl player
london grace greenwood: daughter of rapper
manafest
london ava kay max: daughter of american
singer kevin max
london phillip mcgraw: son of american writer
and television producer jay phillip mcgraw
london smith: daughter of american singer
granger smith
peak popularity
london is more common for girls than boys. its best
year for boys was 2010 with a rank of 504. it was a
top 100 name for girls from 2011 to 2014 and
remains popular.
fun fact: london bridge is falling down is a traditional
children’s song and game.
42. marin origin
latin
meaning
marin is a variant of the latin name ‘marinus’
derived from latin, meaning “marine; of or pertaining
to the sea.”
alternative spellings & variations
maren, maren, marena, marinn, marren, marrin,
maryn
famous namesakes
marin alsop: american conductor and violinist
marin elizabeth hinkle: tanzanian-american
actress
marin hopper: daughter of actor dennis
hopper
marin yvonne ireland: american actress
marin joy mazzie: american actress and
singer
peak popularity
marin is a more popular name for girls than boys. it is
fairly unique and not a top 1,000 name for boys. it
was most popular for girls in 2004 when it ranked
837 on the girls top 1,000 list.
fun fact: marin boulevard is the main road in jersey
city, new jersey.
43. mickey origin
hebrew, american, irish
meaning
one who is like or closest to god
alternative spellings & variations
mickee, micki, mickie, micky, miki, mikie, mikkie,
mycki
famous namesakes
mickey hart (born michael steven hartman):
american musician
michael allen “mickey” madden: american
musician
mickey charles mantle: american baseball
player
mickey rooney: american actor and comedian
philip andre “mickey” rourke jr.: american
actor and screenwriter (former boxer)
frank morrison “mickey” spillane: american
novelist
brigitte michael “mickey” sumner: english
actress (daughter of musician sting)
peak popularity
mickey has been a very common boys name for
much of the last century. it peaked in popularity in
1957. it has declined since and fell off the top 1,000
list for boys in 1998. mickey was most popular for
girls in 1948 and was a top 1,000 name for girls from
1920 through 1960.
fun fact: mickey mouse is one of the most loved and
recognizable characters of all time.
44. montana origin
latin, spanish
meaning
of the mountains
alternative spellings & variations
montagne, montaine, montanna, montayna
famous namesakes
montana cox: australian model
montana hirsch: daughter of actor judd hirsch
montana tessa siebel newsom: daughter of
politician gavin newsom and actress
filmmaker jennifer siebel newsom
montana laroche: daughter of baseball player
adam laroche
arisa montana seagal: daughter of actor
steven seagal
peak popularity
as a gender free name of spanish origin, montana is
equally stylish for boys and girls. once in the top
1,000 names for girls (2010), the name is more
popular in america than asia.
fun fact: montana is the fourth largest us state in
area, but it ranks 44th in population.
45. morgan origin
welsh
meaning
traveling or circling the sea
alternative spellings & variations
maughan, morgain, morgana, morgance, morgane,
morganette, morganica, morgann, morganna,
morganne, morgen, morghan, morgin, morgon,
morgun, morgunn, morgyn, morrgan, morrigan,
muirgan
famous namesakes
morgan mark burnett: american football
player
morgan colette eastwood: daughter of
actor/director clint eastwood
edward morgan forster: british novelist
(professionally known as e.m. forster)
morgan porterfield freeman: american actor
and film narrator
morgan elizabeth hurd: american gymnast
winter morgan williams: daughter of actress
and model gretchen mol and director and
producer tod williams
morgan pressel: american professional golfer
morgan valentine spurlock: american
filmmaker
morgan tuck: american basketball player
morgan ailis webb: american tv personality
peak popularity
morgan has been a top 1,000 name for boys for over
100 years. it began gaining popularity as a girls
name in the 1970s and quickly rose to a top 100 girls
name reaching number 22 in 1997. it is now given a
little more often to girls, but it remains popular for
both genders.
fun fact: an orca whale named morgan lives at loro
parque in spain.
46. nevada origin
latin, spanish
meaning
from the place that is covered in snow
alternative spellings & variations
navada, nev, nevadah, nevade
famous namesakes
nevada barr: american author
nevada cato: american singer
nevada stoody hayes: american socialite
peak popularity
another spanish gender neutral name, nevada used
to be a more common name for girls than boys.
fun fact: the sierra nevada is a mountain range in the
western part of the united states. the name, sierra
nevada, means snow-covered mountains.
47. noel origin
french, latin
meaning
christmas
alternative spellings & variations
noël, noela, noelani, noele, noeleen, noelene,
noeline, noell, noella, noelle, nole, noli, nollaig,
novelo, nowel, nowell, nowelle
famous namesakes
mary noel streatfeild: english author
jillian noel hennessy: canadian actress
kimberly noel kardashian west: reality tv
actress
noël kristi wells: american actress and
comedian
chicago noel west: daughter of kim
kardashian and kanye west
peak popularity
noel has been a more popular name for boys than
girls, consistently ranking around 400 in recent
decades, that spelling was also in the top 1000 for
girls intermittently from 1932 until 1999. the spelling
noelle is more common for girls, and reached a new
peak at 228 in 2018.
fun fact: in medieval times, noel was often given to a
child born around christmas.

48. oakley origin
english
meaning
sturdy, strong, or from where the oak trees grow
alternative spellings & variations
oakie, oaklea, oaklee, oakleigh, oakli, oaklie, oakly,
oklay
famous namesakes
oakley maxwell hall: american novelist
oakley “tad” hall iii: american playwright and
director
oaklee pendergast: british actor
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peak popularity
as a boys name, oakley saw some popularity
between 1901 and 1920. after 90 years off of the top
1,000 list, it resurfaced in 2011 and is gaining in
popularity. it showed up on the top 1,000 list for girls
in 2013 and is now given to girls more often than
boys.
fun fact: oakley is a popular brand of designer
sunglasses, eyewear, and clothing.
49. owen origin
welsh, scottish, celtic
meaning
born into high society; young warrior
alternative spellings & variations
ouen, owain, owan, owenn, owin, owinn, owinne,
owwen, owyn, owynn, owynne
famous namesakes
owen bento: american actor
owen gerald daniels: american football player
owen king: american novelist (son of novelist
stephen king)
owen vanessa elliot kugell: actress (daughter
of american musician mama cass elliot)
owen tyler sussman: son of actress and tv
host ricki lake
owen isabelle landau: daughter of american
musician michelle brand
owen marecic: american football player
owen cunningham wilson: american actor
and producer
owen wister: american novelist and historian
peak popularity
while it is a unisex name, owen is much more
popular for boys than for girls. it is a top 100 name
for boys since 2002 reaching a rank of 23 in 2016.
fun fact: jay leno owns an early american 1916 owen
magnetic luxury car as part of his car collection.
50. paris origin
english, greek, french
meaning
from the capital city of france
alternative spellings & variations
paeris, paerris, paras, paree, pares, parese, parice,
parie, parise, pariss, parris, parrish, parriss, parrys,
parryss, parys, paryss
famous namesakes
paris k.c. barclay: american television
director and producer
paris ana’is bennett: american singer
paris beckett brosnan: son of american actor
pierce brosnan and keely shaye smith
paris whitney hilton: american heiress and
businesswoman
paris-michael katherine jackson: daughter of
american singer michael jackson
paris kasidokostas latsis: greek shipping heir
paris michael lenon: american football player
paris themmen: american actor and
entrepreneur
peak popularity
paris is more often a girls name than a boys name.
its most popular year for boys was 1991, and its
most popular year for girls was 2004.
fun fact: in greek mythology, paris is the prince of
troy who kidnapped helen to start the trojan war.
51. parker origin
english
meaning
manager or keeper of the park
alternative spellings & variations
park, parke, parkes, parkir, parkman, parkor, parks,
parkyr
famous namesakes
parker foster aiken: son of american singer
clay aiken
parker fennelly: american actor
parker gispert: american singer
parker hall: american football player
parker jaren o’donnell: son of actress rosie
o’donnell
parker christian posey: american actress
parker mckenna posey: american actress
parker stevenson: american actor
peak popularity
parker has been a standard boys name for over 100
years. it has become increasingly popular in recent
years and is a top 100 name for boys since 2009. for
girls, parker made the top 1,000 list in 1999. it
continues to rise in the ranks reaching 162 in 2018.
fun fact: parker brothers game and toy company is
best known for board games such as monopoly and
clue. it was bought by hasbro in 1991.
52. peyton origin
english
meaning
from the town of the soldiers and warriors
alternative spellings & variations
paeten, paeton, paiden, paidyn, paiten, paiton, pate,
paton, payde, payden, paydon, payten, paytin,
payton, paytun, paytyn, peaton, peighton, peyt,
peyten, peython, peytin, peytonn, peytun, peytyn
famous namesakes
peyton nicole edmonds: daughter of
american singer babyface
peyton marie federline: daughter of american
dancer kevin federline
peyton elizabeth lee: american actress
peyton roi list: american actress and model
peyton williams manning: american nfl player
peyton meyer: american actor
peyton randolph: american founding father
francis peyton rous: american virologist and
winner of the nobel prize
peak popularity
peyton has been a top 1,000 boys name since 1989
with its most popular year in 2007. it hit the top 1,000
list for girls in 1992 and reached a high at 42 in 2009.
fun fact: peyton place is the name of a novel, a film,
and a soap opera.
53. phoenix origin
greek
meaning
dark red
alternative spellings & variations
feenix, feenyx, fenix, pheenix, pheenyx, phenice,
phenix, phenyx, pheonix, phoenicks, phoenyx,
phynix
famous namesakes
phoenix chi gulzar: daughter of british
singer/tv personality melanie janice brown
(mel b)
phoenix michaels: son of american trainer
and tv personality jillian michaels
phoenix robert lachey: son of american
singer nick lachey
peak popularity
phoenix is becoming one of the most popular gender
neutral names in 2022. it made the top 1,000 list for
boys in 1995 and reached number 252 in 2018. it
made the top 1,000 list for girls in 2003 and reached
number 353 in 2018.
fun fact: a phoenix is a legendary immortal bird. after
a long life, it burns in flames, then rises from the
ashes and is born again.
54. presley origin
english
meaning
from the place where the priest lives
alternative spellings & variations
preslay, preslea, preslee, presleigh, presli, preslie,
presly, presslee, pressley, pressly, prestley, prezlee,
prezleigh, prezlie, prezly, priestley, priestly
famous namesakes
presley chasson: american model
presley walker gerber: american
photographer and model (son of supermodel
cindy crawford and rande gerber)
presley garcia: daughter of nfl player jeff
garcia
presley smith: canadian model
peak popularity
presley was more common for boys but is now more
common for girls. it had its most popular year for
boys in 1903 (the only year that it was in the top
1,000), and its most popular year for girls in 2015.
fun fact: elvis presley was a singer and actor who
had an incredible impact on music and culture. he is
known as “the king of rock and roll.”
55. quinn origin
irish, english, celtic
meaning
quincy (fifth son’s estate); descendent of conn; chief
leader; intelligence
alternative spellings & variations
quenn, quin, quinna, quinne, quiyn, quynn, qwinn,
qwinne
famous namesakes
quinn sophie arnold: daughter of american
actor tom arnold
william quinn buckner: american basketball
player and coach
quinn carpenter: american ice dancer
quinn louise cumings: american writer and
entrepreneur
quinn lily wolfeld-gosk: daughter of tv
journalists jenna wolfe and stephanie goske
frances quinn hunter: daughter of politician
john edwards and rielle hunter
quinn marcus johnson: american nfl football
player
quinn norton: american journalist and
photographer
quinn shephard: american actress and film
director
quinn kelly stone: son of american actress
sharon stone
peak popularity
quinn is more frequently given to girls. it was most
popular for boys in 2009 reaching a rank of 259, and
it’s been a top 100 name for girls since 2015.
fun fact: tarquinn “quinn” blackwood is a character
in the vampire chronicles by anne rice. the series
begins with the 1976 classic novel interview with the
vampire.

56. rain origin
english, latin
meaning
wise ruler or counselor
alternative spellings & variations
raine, rainn, rainne, rainnie, rayn, rayne, reign, reyne
famous namesakes
kiefer rain cropper: daughter of american
musician jason cropper
rain hart: son of canadian singers corey hart
and julie masse
rain pryor: american actress and comedienne
(daughter of comedian richard pryor)
summer rain rutler: daughter of american
singer christina aguilera
nina rain sadoski: daughter of amanda
seyfried and thomas sadoski
peak popularity
from all popular baby names on this list, rain is
uncommon and unique for both genders.
fun fact: rain is not only a given name, but it’s also
the name of a few places, books, movies, music
groups, and many songs.
57. reagan origin
irish, scottish, celtic
meaning
little ruler, child of the king
alternative spellings & variations
raegan, raeghan, ragan, raghan, raygan, raygen,
reaganne, reaghan, reegan, regan, reganne, reghan,
rheagan
famous namesakes
reagan dale neis: canadian actress
reagan amyre gomez-preston: american
actress
regan smith: american competitive swimmer
peak popularity
reagan is very trendy for girls. it is currently a top 100
girls name reaching number 97 in 2016. it is less
popular for boys, but reached number 596 in 2004.
fun fact: ronald reagan was the 40th president of the
united states of america.
58. reed origin
english
meaning
having red hair; a slender piece of grass
alternative spellings & variations
raed, raede, raeed, reaad, read, reade, reed, reede,
reid, reida, reyd, reyde, rheed
famous namesakes
reed alexander: american actor and journalist
reed doughty: american football player
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reed hastings: american entrepreneur and
billionaire
reed catherine kessler: american equestrian
peak popularity
reed has been a top 1,000 boys name for over 100
years. it was most popular in 2014. it is given to girls
much less often, so it’s still a unique choice for girls.
fun fact: clarinets, saxophones, and some other
instruments use a reed in the mouthpiece to make
the music sound. the reeds come from certain types
of plants.
59. reese origin
welsh, english
meaning
having great passion and enthusiasm, ardor
alternative spellings & variations
reace, rease, rece, reece, rees, reice, reis, reise,
reiss, reyce, reyes, reyse, rhett, rhyce, rhys, rhyse,
rice, riece, ries, riese, riess, ryese, ryez, ryse
famous namesakes
reese dismukes: american nfl football player
michael reese hoffa: american olympic shot
putter
reese mccall: american nfl football player
laura jeanne reese witherspoon: american
actress and entrepreneur
peak popularity
reese is a little more popular with girls than boys. it
reached 368 for boys in 2003 and 128 for girls in
2012.
fun fact: reese’s peanut butter cups are a favorite
american candy made with chocolate and peanut
butter.
60. remington origin
english
meaning
raven’s town; place on the riverbank
alternative spellings & variations
rem, remi, reminton, remy, tony
famous namesakes
remington alexander blackstock: son of
american singer kelly clarkson and brandon
blackstock
remington joseph “remo” gatto: son of
american actor and comedian joe gatto
remmington elizabeth moses: american
actress
remington williams: american fashion model
peak popularity
remington is more popular for boys, ranking at a high
of 245 in 2018. but it also began to rank for girls in
2014 and had a high at 362 in 2018. remy also ranks
for girls at 537, and for boys at 425 in 2018.
fun fact: some parents give the name remington after
the firearm manufacturer.
61. ricky origin
english, american, german
meaning
eternal ruler, peaceful leader
alternative spellings & variations
dick, dickie, dicky, ric, ricci, rich, richey, richi, richie,
rick, ricke, rickee, rickey, ricki, rickie, ricks, ricquie,
riczi, rik, riki, rikie, rikkey, rikki, rikky, riks, riky, riqui,
rishi, ritch, ritchie, ritchy, ryk, rykk
famous namesakes
ricky barkley jean-francois: american football
player
ricky dene gervais: english actor/comedian
ricky martin (born enrique martin morales):
puerto rican pop singer
eric hilliard “ricky” nelson: american singer
and actor
richard l. “ricky” rudd: american nascar driver
rickie lee “ricky” skaggs: american country
musician
richard bartlett “ricky” schroeder: american
actor
ricky van shelton: american musician
errick lynne “ricky” williams jr.: american
football player
peak popularity
ricky is more often a boys name. it has been a top
1,000 name for boys since 1940, and its most
popular year was 1959. it is also a girls name, but
it’s more unique.
fun fact: weird al yankovic’s song “ricky” is a parody
of the 1982 hit song “mickey.”
62. riley origin
irish, celtic, english
meaning
courageous and brave, or from the rye field
alternative spellings & variations
reiley, reilley, reilly, reily, rhiley, rhylee, rhyley, rieley,
rielly, riely, rilee, rileigh, rilley, rillie, rily, rilye, ryely,
rylea, rylee, ryleigh, ryley, rylie
famous namesakes
coco riley arquette: daughter of actors
courteney cox and david arquette
riley rose campbell: american actress
(daughter of actors alan campbell and lauren
kennedy)
riley collins: daughter of nfl player kerry
collins
riley elizabeth dempster: daughter of baseball
player ryan dempster
danielle riley keough: american
actress/model (daughter of lisa marie
presley)
hania riley sinclair: american blues musician
riley “b.b.” king, daughter of actor vin diesel
and model paloma jimenez
riley norah tracy: daughter of tv journalist
norah o’donnell and chef geoff tracy
riley elizabeth weston: american actress
reiley dilys stella willis: daughter of designer
stella mccartney and alasdhair willis
peak popularity
riley is equally stylish for boys and girls. it has been a
top 1,000 boys name for over 100 years and made it
onto the top 100 list for boys for one year in 2002. it
has been a top 100 name for girls since 2002 and
reached its high at number 22 in 2016.
fun fact: disney pixar’s film inside out takes place
inside the head of riley anderson.
63. river origin
english, american
meaning
flowing body of water
alternative spellings & variations
rivers, riviera, rivor, ryver
famous namesakes
river rose blackstock: daughter of american
singer kelly clarkson and brandon blackstock
river russell deary: son of american actress
keri russell
journey river green: son of american actors
megan fox and brian austin green
river samuel hanson: son of american singer
taylor handon
river rowe nicholson: son of american singer
ameriie
river rocket blue dallas oliver: son of british
celebrity chefs jamie and jools oliver
river jude phoenix: late american actor
river kelly smith: late son of american singer
granger smith
river jacob stewart: son of american actor
josh stewart
peak popularity
river is just as popular for boys as for girls in the past
two decades years. it reached a new high of 197 for
boys and 244 for girls in 2018.
fun fact: river has appeared as a name in “doctor
who,” “firefly,” and the harry potter series.

64. robin origin
english
meaning
bright with fame, social
alternative spellings & variations
roban, robben, robbey, robbi, robbin, robbins, robby,
robbyn, robee, roben, robene, robenia, robi, robiner,
robinet, robinette, robinia, robinn, robins, robyn,
robyna, robynn, robynne, roibin
famous namesakes
robin antin: american singer and dancer
robin chase: american transportation
entrepreneur
robin hugh gibb: american musician
robin jarvin: american actress robin simone
givens, english novelist
robin ophelia quivers: american radio
personality
robin alan thicke: american singer
robin mclaurin williams: american actor and
comedian
peak popularity
as one of the unique gender neutral names, robin is
more popular for girls than boys. its most popular
year for boys was 1956 when it reached number
143. for girls, it was a top 100 name from 1953 until
1980. it has lost some ground for both genders in
recent years.
fun fact: robin is batman’s crime-fighting right-hand
man in the world of dc comics.
65. rory origin
irish, celtic, gaelic
meaning
red ruler or chief; famous brilliance
alternative spellings & variations
roree, rorey, rori, rorie, rorrie, rorry, ruadhri, ruadri,
ruaidhri, ruaidhrigh, ruaidri, ruairi, ruairidh, ruaraí,
ruaraidh, ruari, ruaria, ruaridh, rurarai
famous namesakes
rory lerman green: daughter of english
romance novelist jackie collins
rory hugh culkin: american actor
rory brian fitzpatrick: american hockey player
rory john gates: son of microsoft’s bill and
melinda gates
rory elizabeth katherine kennedy: american
filmmaker
rory markas: american sportscaster
rory mccann: scottish actor
peak popularity
rory has been a more common name for boys, but is
rising in the ranks for girls since 2008. in 2018, it was
number 368 for boys and 579 for girls.
fun fact: in star wars, rori is one of the three moons
that orbit the planet naboo.
66. rowan origin
celtic, gaelic, irish, scottish
meaning
little red one; tree with red berries; mountain ash
alternative spellings & variations
roane, roanna, roanne, rohan, rowann, rowanne,
rowe, rowen, rowin, rowney, rowyn, rowynn
famous namesakes
rowan sebastian atkinson: english actor and
comedian
rowan eleanor blanchard: american actress
rowan dancy: son of american actress claire
danes and english actor hugh dancy
rowan francis henchy: daughter of actress
brooke shields
peak popularity
rowan is trending up for both genders. it hit the top
1,000 chart for boys in 1999 and girls in 2003. in
2018 it ranked 129 for boys and 211 for girls.
fun fact: rowan is a type of ash tree that produces
reddish-orange berries. it grows in the colder regions
of the northern hemisphere.
67. ryan origin
irish
meaning
little ruler
alternative spellings & variations
rayan, rayaun, rhine, rhyan, rhyne, rhyon, rian,
rianna, rianne, riayn, rien, rion, rionne,, ryane, ryann,
ryanne, ryein, ryen, ryenne, ryian, ryiann, ryien, ryin,
ryne, rynn, ryon, ryuan, ryun, ryyan
famous namesakes
ryan adams: american singer and songwriter
ryan thomas gosling: canadian actor
ryan steven lochte: american competitive
swimmer
ryan elizabeth peete: daughter of nfl player
rodney peete and actress holly robinson
peete
matthew ryan philippe: american actor
ryan rodney reynolds: canadian actor
ryan ava erhard rosenberg: daughter of
american actress haylie duff and matt
rosenberg
ryan john seacrest: american television host
and tv personality
ryan justine stewart: daughter of american
actor josh steward
peak popularity
from all gender neutral names listed here, ryan has
been an extremely popular boys name since 1971
reaching number 11 in 1986, 1990, and 1991. it is
less common for girls but has consistently made the
top 1,000 list of girls names since 1974.
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fun fact: ryan’s hope was an american soap opera
that appeared on television from 1975 to 1989.
68. sage origin
latin
meaning
wise one or prophet
alternative spellings & variations
sagan, sagar, sagen, sager, sagia, saige, saije, saje,
salvia, sayge
famous namesakes
sage florence gelafassi: daughter of
australian actress toni collette and dale
gelafassi
sage gold marshall: son of actress tracey
gold and roby marshall
sage moonblood stallone: american director
(son of american actor sylvester stallone)
sage marie steele: american sportscaster
sage walker: american novelist
peak popularity
sage is a tad more common for girls than boys. it hit
the top 1,000 list for boys in 1991 and girls in 1993.
in 2018 it reached number 438 for boys and 307 for
girls.
fun fact: sage is the name of a plant that is used as
an herb or spice to add flavor to many culinary
dishes.
69. sasha origin
greek, russian
meaning
defender of humankind
alternative spellings & variations
dacha, sacha, sascha, saschae, saschenka, sash,
sashae, sashah, sashai, sashana, sashay, sashea,
sashel, sashenka, sashey, sashi, sashia, sashira,
sashka, sashok, sashsha, sashya, sasjara, sauscha,
sausha, shasha, shashi
famous namesakes
sacha baron cohen: english comedian and
film producer
sasha gabriella fox: american actress
(daughter of, american singer and actress
vanessa williams and basketball player rick
fox)
sasha hemsworth: son of actor chris
hemsworth and spanish model elsa pataky
natasha “sasha” obama: daughter of u.s.
president barack obama
sasha pieterse: south-african born american
actress
sasha rebecca spielberg: american actress
(daughter of steven spielberg)
peak popularity
sasha is one of those gender neutral names that are
more frequently given as a girl’s name and more
unique for boys. it has not been on the top 1,000 list
for boys in the last 100 years. however, it has been a
top 1,000 name for girls since 1972 with its most
popular year in 1988 reaching number 147.
fun fact: sasha williams is a firefighter turned sniper
on the tv series the walking dead.
70. sawyer origin
english
meaning
a woodcutter
alternative spellings & variations
sauyer, sawyar, sawyor, sawyr, sawyrr, soiyer
famous namesakes
sawyer fredericks: american singer and
songwriter
sawyer shapiro: son of radio personality todd
shapiro and model irina funtikova
sawyer jane gilbert-adler: daughter of
american actress sara gilbert and allison
adler
sawyer avery spielberg: son of director
steven spielberg
sawyer storm sweeten: late american actor
peak popularity
sawyer is one of the trendies gender neutral names
used for both boys and girls. it hit the top 1,000 list
for boys in 1991 and quickly rose in rank. it’s been a
top 100 boys name since 2015. it made the top
1,000 list for girls in 2010 and rose to a rank of 216
in 2018.
fun fact: tom sawyer is a classic american fictional
character created by mark twain.
71. scout origin
american
meaning
one who gathers information, explores, and
discovers
alternative spellings & variations
scoutt, scoutte, scowt, skout, skoutte
famous namesakes
scout taylor- compton: american actress
scout margery jennings: daughter of beach
volleyball players kerri walsh jennings and
casey jennings
scout larue willis: daughter of american
actors bruce willis and demi moore
peak popularity
scout is one of the unique gender neutral names. it
made the top 1000 for girls in 2018.
fun fact: scout finch is the narrator and young
daughter of atticus finch in harper lee’s novel to kill a
mockingbird.

72. shannon origin
irish, celtic, gaelic
meaning
smart and having great wisdom; little wise owl
alternative spellings & variations
channa, shana, shanan, shanandoah, shandy,
shane, shane, shani, shann, shanna, shannae,
shannan, shanneen, shannen, shannie, shannin,
shannun, shannyn, shanon
famous namesakes
noah shannon green: son of american actors
megan fox and brian austin green
shannon hale: american author
shannon matilda wells lucid: american
biochemist and nasa astronaut
shannon lee miller: american olympic
gymnast
shannon ashley “shay” garcia mitchell:
canadian model and actress
shannon sharpe: american nfl football player
shannon marie kahololani “shannyn”
sossamon: american actress and musician
peak popularity
shannon is more often a girls name. it was most
popular for boys in 1972 reaching a rank of 94. for
girls, it was a top 100 name from 1968 to 1998
reaching number 17 in 1976. the name has lost
some steam in recent years, and it has fallen off the
top 1,000 list for both genders.
fun fact: the river shannon is ireland’s longest river.
73. shawn origin
irish, celtic
meaning
god is gracious and merciful
alternative spellings & variations
deshawn, sean, seanne, shana, shanna, shanwon,
shaughan, shaun, shauna, shaunie, shaunne, shaw,
shawnae, shawnai, shawne, shawneena, shawnette,
shawnna, shawnne, shawnra, shawnta, sheona,
siân, sianna
famous namesakes
shawn corey carter (a.k.a. jay-z): american
rapper and entrepreneur
shawn colvin: american singer-songwriter
shawn machel johnson east: american
gymnast
shawn peter raul mendes: canadian singer
shawn mathis wayans: american actor and
comedian
peak popularity
shawn is a more well-known boys name. it was a top
100 name for boys from 1964 to 1995. its most
popular year for girls was 1971 when it reached a
rank of 168.
fun fact: shawn michaels is also known as the
heartbreak kid, and he is a legend in the world of
professional wrestling.
74. shay origin
irish, celtic
meaning
admired and respected or like a hawk; stately and
dauntless
alternative spellings & variations
schae, shae, shaelee, shaelyn, shai, shalyn, shaye,
shayla, shealy, sheann, sheannon, sheanta, sheaon,
shearra, sheatara, sheaunna, shey
famous namesakes
shay astar: american actress and singer
sheldon “shay” haley: american musician
shannon ashley “shay” mitchell: canadian
actress
shay roundtree: american actor
shay youngblood: american novelist and
playwright
peak popularity
shay is not very common amongst gender neutral
names. its most popular year for boys was 1991
where it reached a rank of 837. for girls, it reached
its highest rank of 893 in 1971.
fun fact: in ancient egypt, shai (shay) was the god of
fate and destiny.
75. shiloh origin
hebrew
meaning
peaceful; god’s gift
alternative spellings & variations
shilo, shiloe, shylo, shyloh
famous namesakes
shiloh thomas fernandez: american actor
shiloh nouvel jolie-pitt: daughter of american
actors brad pitt and angelina jolie
shiloh keo: american nfl football player
shlomit “shiloh” malka: israeli model
shiloh walker: american romance novelist
peak popularity
a current front-runner name, shiloh was new to the
top 1,000 in 2007 for girls and 2015 for boys.
fun fact: shiloh was a place name in the bible and
might refer to the messiah. in the u.s. it was the site
of a major battle of the civil war.
76. skylar origin
dutch
meaning
intelligent and scholarly
alternative spellings & variations
schuyler, schyler, skila, skilah, skye, skyeler, skyla,
skylar, skylear, skylee, skylena, skyler, skyli, skyllar,
skylor, skylyn, skylynn, skylyr, skyra
famous namesakes
skylar kierra diggins-smith: american
professional basketball player
skylar easton: daughter of scottish singersongwriter sheena easton
skylar laine (harden): american pop singer
skylar mays: american nba player
skylar lynnae neil: late daughter of american
musician vince neil
skylar star stecker: american pop singer
peak popularity
skylar has been a top 1,000 name for boys since
1981. its most popular year was 2000 reaching
number 356. it’s been a top 1,000 name for girls
since 1990. its most popular years were 2015 and
2016 reaching number 42.
fun fact: skylar is a character portrayed by minnie
driver in the 1997 movie good will hunting.
77. sloan origin
irish, celtic
meaning
a strong protector, a warrior or invader
alternative spellings & variations
sloane, sloanne, slone, slonne
famous namesakes
sloane crosley: american writer
sloane stephens: american professional
tennis player
sloan wilson: american novelist
peak popularity
sloan is more common for girls than boys. it is not on
the top 1,000 list of boys names. it is a top 1,000
name for girls since 2011, and it’s gaining ground
every year. in 2018, it hit number 585.
fun fact: sloan is the name of a rock band from
canada.
78. storm origin
english, american
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meaning
volatile and powerful like severe weather
alternative spellings & variations
storme, stormee, stormey, stormie, stormm, stormy
famous namesakes
margaret ethel storm jameson: english writer
storm keating: australian director and fashion
designer
benjamin storm keough: son of american
singer lisa marie presley
storm reid: american actress
storm brieann sixx: daughter of american
musician nikki sixx
sawyer storm sweeten: late american actor
peak popularity
storm is another unique name. it made the top 1,000
list for boys from 1991 through 1997 reaching a top
rank of 840 in 1995. it has not been on the top 1,000
list of names for girls in the last 100 years.
fun fact: storm is a powerful fictional character and
member of the x-men who can control the weather.
79. sydney origin
english, french, portuguese
meaning
from the wide island or wide pasture
alternative spellings & variations
cidney, cydnee, cydney, cydnie, siddaine, siddeny,
sideny, sidnee, sidneigh, sidney, sidni, sidnie,
sidonia, sy, syd, sydel, sydelle, sydna, sydnee,
sydni, sydnie, sydny, sydnye, syndona, syndonah
famous namesakes
sydney ayres: american silent film actor and
screenwriter
sydney jurldine conway: daughter of
american boxer laila ali and nfl player curtis
conway
sydney margaret penny: american actress
peak popularity
sydney was more popular for boys in the early part of
the 20th century and more popular for girls in the
later part of the 20th century and into the 21st
century. its most popular year for boys was 1913,
and its most popular year for girls was 1999-2002.
fun fact: sydney is the largest city in australia and a
top tourist destination.

80. tanner origin
english
meaning
maker of hide, or maker of leather
alternative spellings & variations
tan, tanar, taner, tanery, tann, tannar, tannen, tannir,
tannis, tannon, tannor, tanny, tany
famous namesakes
tanner cohen: american actor
tanner cochran evans: american tennis
player
tanner james maguire: american actor
tanner gregory purdum: american nfl football
player
tanner richie: american actor
tanner roark: american baseball pitcher
peak popularity
tanner is more common for boys than girls. it has
been a top 1,000 name for boys since 1976 making it
to number 82 in 1997 and 1998. it is currently not a
top 1,000 name for girls.
fun fact: tanner island is part of the pickersgill island
chain in the southern part of the atlantic ocean off
the western coast of south georgia island.
81. tatum origin
english
meaning
bringer of joy, cheery and full of spirit
alternative spellings & variations
taetum, taitem, taitum, tatem, tatim, tatom, tatuhm,
tatym
famous namesakes
tatum antoine bell: american nfl player
tatum christopher bryan: son of american
singer luke bryan
tatum danielle mccann: american actress
tatum beatrice o’neal: american actress and
author (daughter of actor ryan o’neal)
peak popularity
tatum is a little more popular for girls than boys. it
reached the top 1,000 list of girls names in 1994 and
boys names in 2010. its most popular year was 2013
for both genders reaching a rank of 329 for girls (tied
with 2012) and 546 for boys.
fun fact: mount tatum is part of the alaska range in
denali national park, alaska.
82. taylor origin
english
meaning
cloth cutter, garment maker, style setter
alternative spellings & variations
tae, taelor, taelur, taelut, tahlor, tai, tailer, tailor,
tailour, talor, tay, taye, taylar, tayler, tayller, tayllor,
taylore, taylour, taylr, teyler, teylorler, tailer, taylour,
tailour, taylore
famous namesakes
taylor mayne pearl brooks: daughter of
american singer garth brooks
taylor-anne crichton: daughter of american
novelist michael crichton and actress annemarie martin
taylor nicole earnhardt: daughter of nascar
driver dale earnhardt
jordan taylor hanson: american musician
taylor-ann hasselhoff: daughter of actor david
hasselhoff
taylor michel momsen: american actress and
singer
taylor daniel lautner: american actor
taylor alison swift: american singersongwriter
peak popularity
taylor has been a popular name for boys for over 100
years. it was a top 100 boys name from 1988 to
1998. it began to grow in popularity for girls in the
early 1980s and was a top 10 girls name from 1993
through 1999. it continues to be one of the most
trending gender neutral names for both genders.
fun fact: lord & taylor is a high-end department store
that was founded in new york in 1826.
83. tony origin
latin, greek
meaning
priceless and praiseworthy
alternative spellings & variations
toie, toinette, toinon, tola, tona, tonee, toney, tonia,
tonie, tonik, tonina, tonio, tonis, tonny, tono, tonya,
tonyo, twanette
famous namesakes
anthony dominick “tony” bennett
(benedetto): american singer
anthony charles linton “tony” blair: british
prime minister
toni michele braxton: american singersongwriter and actress
american actor
peak popularity
tony has been a standard name for boys for over 100
years. its most popular year was 1965 when it
reached a rank of 48. for girls, tony is not a top
name. however, the spelling toni made the top 1,000
list for girls from 1923 until 2007. its most popular
year was 1968 when it reached 146.
fun fact: tony stark is a rich businessman and the
alter ego of marvel comic’s superhero iron man.
84. tristan origin
celtic, welsh
meaning
tumultuous, sad, or full of sorrow; bold
alternative spellings & variations
restan, tresten, trestin, treston, trestton, trestyn, tris,
trisan, trisden, trissten, tristain, tristam, tristann,
tristanne, tristean, tristen, tristian, tristin, triston,
tristram, tristyn, tristynne, trystan, trysten, trystian,
trystin, trystn, tryston, trystyn, trystynne
famous namesakes
tristan oliver vance evans: british drummer
tristan hemsworth: son of american actor
chris hemsworth
tristan ann prettyman: american singersongwriter
tristan james tritt: son of american singer
travis tritt
tristan paul mack wilds: american actor and
singer
peak popularity
from all androgynous and gender neutral names,
tristan is more common for boys than girls. its most
popular year for boys was 1996 when it reached
number 68. its most popular year for girls was 1996
with a rank of 592.
fun fact: tristan is the name of one of the most
complete skeletons of a t. rex dinosaur ever found. it
was discovered in montana in 2010.
85. wesley origin
english
meaning
from the meadow in the west
alternative spellings & variations
wes, weslee, wesleigh, wesli, weslie, wesly, wessley,
wesslie, wessly, west, westbrook, westcott,
westleigh, westley, westly, weston, wezlee, wezley,
whesley, whessley
famous namesakes
wesley trent snipes: american actor and
director
wesley jonathan waples: american actor
john and charles wesley: english founders of
the methodist church
wesley woodyard jr.: american nfl football
player
peak popularity
wesley is a much more well-known name for boys. it
has been in the top 200 boys names for at least the
last 100 years. it achieved its highest rank of 66 in
1977. it is more unique for girls.
fun fact: john wesley is one of the founders of the
methodist movement and the methodist church.
86. whitney origin
english
meaning
white island
alternative spellings & variations
whitany, whiteney, whiteny, whitiny, whitnay, whitne,
whitné, whitnea, whitnee, whitneigh, whitni, whitnie,
whitny, whitnye,, whittaney, whittany, whitteny,
whittney, whittnie, whytne, whytney, whytnie, witney,
witny, witteny
famous namesakes
whitney elizabeth houston: late american
singer and actress
whitney scott mathers: adopted daughter of
rapper eminem
whitney mercilus: american nfl football player
john whitney “whit” stillman: american writer
whitney tilson: american investor and
philanthropist
whitney moore young jr.: american civil rights
activist
peak popularity
whitney is currently more common for girls. it was
most popular for boys in 1986 reaching a rank of
567. it’s been on the top 1,000 list of girls names
since 1962 and was a top 100 name for girls from
1985 through 1994 and it reached its highest rank of
32 in 1986 and 1987.
fun fact: the whitney is a museum of american art
located in the meatpacking district of manhattan,
new york.
87. winter origin
english
meaning
born in the winter season
alternative spellings & variations
whintar, whinter, whintyr, winnter, wintar, winters,
wintr, wintur, wintyr, wynter, wynters, wyntur
famous namesakes
winter mercy morissette-treadway: son of
american singer-songwriter alanis morissette
and mario treadway
winter morgan williams: daughter of american
actress gretchen mol and director tod
williams
winter ave zoli uhlarik: american actress
peak popularity
winter is currently more popular for girls than boys. it
is not a top 1,000 name for boys, but it ranked 390
for girls in 2018.
fun fact: winter is a famous dolphin and star of the
movie dolphin tale.
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there are many personal and practical reasons to
consider a gender-neutral name for your child.
unisex baby names ( also known as gender neutral
names), suitable for both boys and girls are one of
the hottest baby-naming trends right now.
to some, the idea of a gender-fluid or non-binary
name sounds, modern, fresh, cool, and even unique.
others want to avoid and prevent gender
stereotyping or sexism in the child’s future.
babycenter further states that unisex baby names
are preferred by modern, forward-thinking parents.
that’s because non-binary baby names give the
children a fresh start and the chance to define their
identities freely, as they grow up and mature.
now, if you too want to give your newborn a better
chance for future success by gifting them a genderneutral name, this article is for you.
without further ado, these are the best 81 popular
and unique gender-neutral names in 2022 (in
alphabetic order).
conclusion
as stated at the begging of this list of androgynous
and gender neutral names, just like languages,
names evolve and change all the time.
for example, ashton, alexis, blake, casey, marion,
harper, parker have initially been used as girl names.
over time, these names have become boys’ names,
and nowadays we see them used as brand names
by gender-free labels and gender-neutral clothing
designers.
babycenter has also seen a recent trend of names
that flipped from the blue column to the pink one:
stevie, max, drew, tyler, and ryan, once thought of as
boy names only are now gaining ground with the
girls.
finally, we are seeing the influence of brands and
movie characters impacting parents’ choice for
gender-free names.
as such, new gender neutral names such as oakley,
landry, armani, azariah, royal, rowan, baylor, quartz,
and phoenix have started to gain ground.
weekly newsletter. sign up now!
celebrities, designers, and latest news in sustainable
fashion.
weekly newsletter
keep up with the latest in fashion, beauty and style!
subscribe you have successfully subscribed!
now it’s your turn…
which one of these gender-neutral names is your
favorite and why?
what kind of gender-neutral name do you prefer?
unique, soft, mystical, spanish, fantasy, or modern
and why?
are there any other nonbinary baby names you like
and want to add to this list?
comments below, please!
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